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1 Introdu tion
Turboma hinery ows are approximately time-periodi and often on eived as the superposition of an unsteady perturbation on a steady non-uniform mean ow. For aeroelasti
analysis, it is important to a urately simulate the features and hara teristi s of the
unsteadiness. To a hieve this, two di erent approa hes are typi ally used. The rst
is the solution of the unsteady nonlinear equations using standard nonlinear time integration te hniques [2, 15, 5, 3, 11℄. The main drawba k of these methods is their high
omputational ost whi h, in an engineering ontext, an onstitute a major limitation.
The se ond approa h is linear frequen y-domain analysis [8, 9, 12, 14℄, whi h is omputationally mu h heaper, partly be ause it enables the analysis to be performed in a
single blade-to-blade passage. Based on the observation that the dominant unsteadiness
is small and time-periodi , the unsteady ow eld is de omposed into a steady nonuniform mean ow and a sum of time periodi disturban es, ea h with a distin t known
frequen y, either a multiple of the blade-passing frequen y in for ed response, or the
blade vibration frequen y in utter analysis. In this approa h, non-periodi unsteadiness, su h as vortex shedding, is not modelled. It is assumed that this is of relatively low
amplitude and at a hara teristi frequen y whi h is quite distin t from the frequen ies
of the aeroelasti phenomena being studied. Under these assumptions, the ow equations are linearised in the time domain and transformed into the frequen y domain to
eliminate the time dependen y. It is ne essary to rst al ulate the steady ow about
whi h the linearisation is performed and then perform a separate linear al ulation for
ea h frequen y of interest.
Although the unsteadiness within a single blade row may be modelled on a domain
whi h extends inde nitely upstream and downstream of the blade row, in pra ti e, numeri al solutions must be al ulated on a trun ated nite domain. It is then important
that the unsteadiness radiating away from the blade row must not be arti ially re e ted
at the inlet and outlet boundaries, in order to properly mimi the unbounded hara ter of
the far- eld. However, spurious re e tions an easily be generated at boundaries, if the
numeri al boundary onditions are inappropriate. To avoid the unsteady ow solution
being orrupted by non-physi al re e tions, Giles [4℄ introdu ed non-re e ting boundary
onditions for the 2D Euler equations. These were generalised to the 3D Euler equations
by Hall et al [10℄ using a mixed analyti al and numeri al method to approximate the
3D eigenmodes. In this approa h, the unsteady ow is de omposed into upstream and
downstream propagating waves, and non-re e ting boundary onditions are enfor ed by
dis arding the re e ting omponents at the far- eld boundaries.
The key rst step in Hall's work is the omputation of the invis id eigenmodes. In
related work, Tam and Aurialt [16℄ have investigated the nature of invis id eigenmodes
in swirling ow, and Cooper and Peake [1℄ have built on this to perform an asymptoti
analysis of the propagation of su h modes in du ts with a slowly varying radius.
The present paper addresses the extension of the approa h to the 3D Navier-Stokes
equations, for whi h it has proved to be highly e e tive in redu ing the amount of
re e tion. The details of the non-re e ting boundary onditions and numeri al results
on engineering appli ations will be presented in a ompanion paper [13℄. In this paper,
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the fo us is on the omputation of the unsteady eigenmodes, and their use for postpro essing to analyse and visualise the propagation of a ousti energy within the domain.
Assuming that the mean ow is axially and ir umferentially uniform, the numeri al
method approximates the 3D eigenmodes as the eigenve tors of a General Eigenvalue
Problem (GEP) that arises from a dis retisation of the linearised Navier-Stokes equations. It will be shown that the dire tion of propagation of ea h mode is obtained by
looking at the imaginary part of the axial wavenumbers, the eigenvalues of the GEP. The
only modes propagating upstream are a ousti eigenmodes, but there are three di erent
families of modes propagating downstream (a ousti , entropy and vorti ity modes) and
their lassi ation is a deli ate matter.
The paper starts with the introdu tion of the GEP along with the numeri al dis retisation and followed by the analyti al formulations. A method to identify the eigenmodes
is then presented and omparisons are shown for invis id and vis ous ows in an annular du t. Finally, appli ations to realisti geometries exemplify the e e tiveness of the
approa h in post-pro essing linear unsteady ow elds to reveal information about the
propagation and re e tion of a ousti energy within turboma hinery simulations.

2 Invis id Eigenmode analysis
We begin with the 3D Euler equations in onservative form and ylindri al oordinates
Q
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Q denotes the onservative variables, Fr ; F ; Fx are the uxes in the radial, ir umferential and axial dire tions, and G is the sour e term with Coriolis and entrifugal

for es.
Linearising these equations of motion around a mean ow whi h is axially and irumferentially uniform, yields the equation
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where Qp is the ve tor of perturbations to the primitive variables (density, velo ity and
pressure) and M =  Q = Qp .
Be ause the matri es M; Ar ; A ; Ax ; S are all fun tions of the radius r only, the
eigenmodes are of the form

Qp = exp(i!t +im +ikx) Qp (r) ;
with ! being a known quantity orresponding to either the frequen y of an in oming
wave (for ed response) or a vibration frequen y ( utter). Substituting this into Eq.
(2.2) gives
1
1
i!M Qp +
(rAr Qp ) + imA Qp + ikAxQp = S Qp :
(2.3)
r r

r
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Dis retising this on a radial grid, with a fourth-di eren e numeri al smoothing, leads to
an algebrai equation of the form


i! M + Abr + imAb + ikAbx Sb Q = 0 ;
(2.4)
where M ; Abr ; Ab ; Abx and Sb are all matri es of dimension 5N  5N and Q a ve tor of
length 5N , with N being the number of radial grid points.
On the outer annulus, the radial velo ity must be zero, and the same ondition
applies also on the inner annulus for the ase of annular du ts. For ylindri al du ts,
the appropriate b. . at r = 0 for the unsteady perturbations ; ur ; u ; ux ; p depends on
the ir umferential mode number m:





m

=0:

ur

m

=1:



= ux = p = 0 ,

1:



= ur = u = ux = p = 0 .

m>

= u = 0 ,

These boundary onditions are enfor ed by removing the orresponding rows and
olumns of the matri es in Eq. (2.4) whi h in turn redu es the size of ea h ve tor Q
(e.g. for annular du ts, dim(Q) = 5N 2). This now de nes an eigenvalue/eigenve tor
problem solved using routines from the linear algebra library LAPACK 1 to determine
the axial wavenumbers k and the orresponding eigenve tors Q.

3 Extension to Vis ous
For vis ous appli ations, vis ous ux terms must be added to the eigenmode analysis.
In addition, the mean ow will exhibit a boundary layer pro le that the eigenmodes
must take into a ount if one wishes an a urate modal de omposition of the ow perturbations. Sin e the mean ow varies only in the radial dire tion, and assuming that
the Reynolds number is very large, it is onsidered that the gradient of the unsteady
ow is predominantly in the radial dire tion. Consequently, the only signi ant vis ous
ux terms are stress terms rr ; xr ; r and the heat transfer term qr , where
 
Vr
Vx

V
T
rr = 
; xr = 
; r = r
; qr = k
:
r

r

r

r

r

denotes the temperature and is linked to the pressure and the density by the equation
of state for a perfe t gas. The total vis osity is  = l + t , where l and t denote
the laminar and turbulent vis osity, respe tively. The thermal ondu tivity is given by
k = p (l =P rl + t =P rt ), with P rl and P rt being the laminar and turbulent Prandtl
numbers.
T

1 www.netlib.org/lapa

k
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Dis retising these additional vis ous ux terms yields the modi ed GEP,


i! M + Abr + imAb + ikAbx Sb Vb Q = 0 :

(3.1)

The wall boundary onditions also have to be modi ed, imposing no-slip onditions on
the velo ity. An adiabati boundary ondition is assumed for the heat equation.

4 Eigenmode identi ation
Figure 1 presents the omputed wavenumbers k for a test ase with uniform invis id
mean ow with Ma h number M =0:5 in an annular du t with inner/outer radius ratio
 =0:5. The frequen y is ! =10, non-dimensionalised by the outer radius and the speed
of sound, and the ir umferential mode number is m =1.
The wavenumbers are ea h identi ed as belonging to one of four ategories: upstream
and downstream propagating a ousti modes, and downstream propagating entropy and
vorti ity modes. The purpose of this se tion is to explain how this lassi ation is
performed.
The upstream propagating a ousti modes are identi ed in a relatively straightforward way by looking at the sign of the imaginary part of the wavenumbers. Considering a wave of the form ei!t+ikx+im ; we an re-write it as ei(!t+k x+m) e k x ; where kr
and ki are the real and imaginary omponents of k, respe tively.
If ki is positive, it orresponds to an evanes ent mode with an amplitude whi h de ays
exponentially downstream, in the dire tion of in reasing x. This an be onsidered to
be a generalised downstream propagating mode, sin e it orresponds to a limited downstream propagation of a disturban e introdu ed at an upstream boundary. Similarly, if
ki is negative, it orresponds to a upstream propagating evanes ent mode.
The diÆ ult ase, analyti ally, is the one in whi h ki is zero. In this ase, one must
onsider the group velo ity, !=k. If this is positive, then it is downstream propagating, while if it is negative it is upstream propagating. To avoid the pra ti al diÆ ulty of
evaluating the group velo ity, we instead introdu e a small negative imaginary omponent to the frequen y, !i = 10 5 !r , orresponding to a very slow exponential growth
in time of the eigenmode. This perturbs the wavenumber, giving ki  !
!i : Thus if
k
ki is positive, then it is a downstream propagating mode, while if it is negative it is
an upstream propagating mode, exa tly the same as for the evanes ent modes. Hen e,
with the introdu tion of the small negative !i , the test for the dire tion of propagation
is simply to he k the sign of ki .
This allows the identi ation of the upstream propagating a ousti eigenmodes. To
distinguish between the three di erent families of downstream propagating modes, it is
ne essary to look at the eigenve tors of density (), velo ity and pressure (p) perturbations at the di erent radial nodes. The a ousti modes are identi ed on the basis that
they involve signi ant pressure perturbations. A ordingly, they are de ned to be the
modes the largest values of jjpjj2, with the number of modes being equal to the number
of upstream propagating modes. The entropy modes are then identi ed as being the
r

i
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Figure 1: Numeri al wavenumbers for invis id annular du t ow;
M =0:5, ! =10, m =1.
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Figure 2: Comparison of numeri al and analyti wavenumbers for invis id annular du t
ow; rinner=router =0:5, M =0:5, ! =10, m =1.
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Figure 3: Comparison of numeri al (symbol) and analyti (line) pressure eigenmodes for
rst three upstream-travelling a ousti modes.
half of the remaining modes with the largest entropy perturbations jjp 2 jj2 , where
is the lo al speed of sound of the mean ow. The rest of the modes are de ned to be
vorti ity modes.
Figure 1 shows that the lassi ation works well, but is not perfe t. Analyti ally,
the entropy wavenumbers should all have value !=M [4℄, and the results do show a
very tight lustering of these wavenumbers. In the absen e of the annular end-walls,
the vorti ity modes would all have the same wavenumber, but the presen e of the walls,
and the in uen e of the numeri al smoothing, leads to a spreading out of the values. A
ouple of the vorti ity modes appear to be mis-identi ed as a ousti modes. These are
modes with a very rapid variation in the radial dire tion, and it is probably an artefa t of
the numeri al smoothing that auses a signi ant pressure variation in the eigenmodes.
There are four \ ut-on" a ousti modes with ki almost zero, two orresponding to a ousti modes propagating upstream, and two propagating downstream. The other \ ut-o "
a ousti modes are evanes ent modes. There are two ut-o downstream propagating
a ousti modes whi h have been mis-identi ed as entropy modes. These are modes with
a very large radial variation, leading to signi ant entropy produ tion due to numeri al
smoothing.
This method for lassifying the eigenmodes seems to work well in real turboma hinery appli ations, su h as the ones to be presented later. However, in these appli ations
the theoreti al basis for the identi ation is less solid. If mean ow has a signi ant
swirl omponent ( orresponding to axial vorti ity), or radial variation in the axial velo ity ( orresponding to ir umferential vorti ity), then the a ousti modes have within
them a signi ant vorti al omponent due to the displa ement and stret hing of the
mean ow vorti ity [16, 1℄. Similarly, the vorti ity modes have an in reasingly large
pressure perturbation. Nevertheless, the identi ation methodology appears adequate
for the purposes of both post-pro essing and the onstru tion of non-re e ting boundary
onditions.
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5 Analyti Validation
5.1

Invis id analysis

In the ase of uniform axial mean ow with Ma h number M in an annular du t, linear
pressure perturbations satisfy the onve ted wave equation,
2



+M
p = r2 p ;  < r < 1;
t

x

when non-dimensionalised by the uniform speed of sound and the outer du t radius. The
ondition of zero radial velo ity at the two endwalls leads to the boundary onditions
p
r

= 0 at

r

= ; 1:

Looking for eigenmodes of the form
p(x; ; r; t)

= exp(ikx + im + i!t) P (r) ;

leads to the Bessel equation

 
1 d
dP
r
+ 2
r dr
dr
where
with

2

m2
r2


P

= (! + M k)2

=0;

<r<

k2 ;

dP
= 0 on r = ; 1. The general solution of the o.d.e. is
dr
P (r ) = a Jm (r ) + b Ym (r ) ;

where Jm and Ym are Bessel fun tions. The b. .'s give
!
!
J 0 () Y 0 ()
a
m

0 ()
Jm

m

Ym0 ()

b

1;
(5.1)

=0;

so a non-trivial solution requires that the matrix in the above equation has zero determinant. This yields a set of real values for  and by solving the quadrati Eq. (5.1) we
obtain k.
Figure 2 presents results for the same test ase as Fig. 1, showing a omparison
between the omputed numeri al wavenumbers and the analyti values for the rst 12
a ousti eigenmodes, 6 in ea h dire tion.
Despite the limited number of radial points used in the dis retisation, the dis retisation error is very small for all but the last two modes. Sin e only the rst few modes are
wanted for post-pro essing and the onstru tion of non-re e ting boundary onditions,
this is perfe tly suÆ ient. Figure 3 ompares the pressure omponent of the rst 3
a ousti eigenmodes propagating upstream. The agreement between the numeri al and
analyti values is ex ellent.
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5.2

Vis ous analysis

In order to validate the vis ous eigenmode analysis, approximate analyti al solutions
of the a ousti eigenmodes for ylindri al du ts have been derived via an asymptoti
analysis whi h is valid at high Reynolds numbers [6℄. This asymptoti analysis breaks
the domain into three regions:



a ore region in whi h there is a uniform mean ow, and the unsteadiness is
des ribed by potential ow theory;



a steady boundary layer region in whi h the mean ow is parallel and non-uniform,
and the unsteadiness is des ribed by the linearised invis id ow equations with very
small normal velo ity;



a Stokes sublayer, where the mean ow is approximately stationary, and the unsteadiness is des ribed by the linearised vis ous ow equations with a negligible
radial pressure variation and normal velo ity.

The e e t of both the steady boundary layer and the Stokes sublayer is treated as a
small perturbation to the standard eigenvalues and eigenmodes for invis id potential
ow in a du t under the assumption p
that the non-dimensional thi kness of the Stokes
sublayer (whi h is proportional to 1= ! Re, where ! is the redu ed frequen y and Re
is the Reynolds number) is mu h smaller than the steady boundary layer, whi h in turn
is mu h smaller than unity, whi h is the non-dimensional radius of the du t.
The vis ous test ase onsiders unsteadiness of frequen y ! =10 in a ylindri al du t
with a ore ow of uniform Ma h number 0.5. The Reynolds number is hosen to have
the extremely high value of 2:5  1010 to ensure that the Stokes sublayer is mu h thinner
than the steady boundary layer whi h has thi kness 0.002. This lear separation of
length s ales between the ore ow, the steady boundary layer and the Stokes sublayer
is important for the asymptoti analysis. Figure 4 shows the steady boundary layer
pro le next to the outer annulus, and a omparison of the omputed and asymptoti
pressure omponent of the rst radial eigenmode. Figure 5 shows a omparison of
the orresponding omputed and asymptoti values for the real and imaginary velo ity
omponents, with blow-ups showing the ex ellent agreement in the steady boundary
layer and the Stokes sublayer.
The nal validation omes from a omparison of the hange in the wavenumber due to
the steady boundary layer and vis ous e e ts, taking the di eren e between the vis ous
wavenumber value and the orresponding value from invis id analysis without the steady
boundary layer. The omputed di eren e is 0:0364 0:00028i, while the asymptoti
value is 0:0373 0:00031i. It an be proved that the real part is primarily due to
the steady boundary layer, while the imaginary part is due to the Stokes sublayer. The
agreement is again good, giving on den e in both the numeri al evaluation and the
asymptoti analysis.
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Figure 4: Steady boundary layer velo ity pro le, and omparison of numeri al (symbol)
and asymptoti (line) pressure eigenmode for vis ous test ase.

6 Eigenmode de omposition
Under the assumption that the mean ow is axisymmetri , a general unsteady ow
solution with a given frequen y ! an be represented as a sum of eigenmodes,
X
Q(x; r; ; t) =
amn (x) exp(i!t +im ) umn (r ):
(6.1)
m;n

This is a double summation, over the ir umferential mode number m and the radial
modes n whi h exist for ea h value of m. The modal amplitude mode amn will be
proportional to exp(ikmnx), where kmn is the axial wavenumber.
Given su h a ow solution Q(x; r; ; t) omputed by a linear frequen y-domain analysis as des ribed in the Introdu tion, the eigenmode de omposition at a parti ular axial
lo ation x0 begins by performing a ir umferential Fourier transform of the data to
bm de ned by
obtain the quantities Q
X
bm (x0 ; r):
Q(x0 ; r; ; t) =
exp(i!t +im) Q
m

From this it follows that

bm (x0 ; r) =
Q

X

amn (x0 )

umn (r):

n

bm (x0 ; r) and the eigenmodes umn (r) are sampled at the same set of dis rete radial
If Q
nodes, then the dis rete version of this equation is
b m (x0 ) = Am am (x0 );
Q
where am is the ve tor of modal amplitudes for the di erent radial modes orresponding
to ir umferential mode m, and Am is the matrix whose olumns are the orresponding
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Figure 6: Invis id annular as ade: geometry and surfa e grid.
dis rete eigenve tors. If the number of radial eigenmodes is hosen so that Am is a
square matrix, this an be inverted to obtain

b m (x0 ):
am (x0 ) = (Am ) 1 Q
Repeating this pro ess for ea h ir umferential mode and at di erential axial lo ations
enables one to plot the modal amplitudes amn (x) as a fun tion of axial distan e.
The above des ription is for the post-pro essing of results obtained from linear
frequen y-domain solutions. Two su h appli ations are presented in the next se tion.
In the ase of nonlinear time-domain al ulations, it would be ne essary to perform an
additional Fourier de omposition in time, to separate out the di erent frequen ies in the
solution, and then ea h of these ould be treated as des ribed above.

7 Appli ations
The rst numeri al example on erns a as ade of at plate stator vanes in an annular
du t, as depi ted in Fig. 6. The mean ow is invis id and uniform with the velo ity
purely in the axial dire tion. The unsteadiness is due to an analyti ally de ned vorti al
wave introdu ed at the inlet of the domain. This problem is known as the ategory 4
ben hmark problem from the 3rd Computational Aeroa ousti s Workshop on Ben hmark
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Figure 7: Invis id annular as ade: amplitude of the rst radial harmoni a ousti mode
propagating upstream (straight line) and downstream (dashed line) for ir umferential
Fourier modes 32(3); 8(); 16(4); 40(Æ) and 64(2).
Problems [17℄). The results in Fig. 7 show the sound pressure level (SPL2 ) evaluated
at the outer wall of the du t, for the rst radial a ousti harmoni of a standard linear
omputation for Fourier modes 32; 8; 16 and 64. The in ident wave orresponds
to ir umferential mode 16. Sin e there are 24 blades in the as ade, the intera tion
generates a response solely in modes m = 16+24p for integer p.
The harmoni de omposition shows a ombination of both propagating and evanesent modes upstream and downstream of the at plate lo ated at 0 < x < 0:1. The modes
with approximately onstant amplitude are the \ ut-on" propagating modes; analytially, their amplitudes should be perfe tly onstant. The modes with amplitudes whi h
appear to be almost linear in this logarithmi plot are the" ut-o " evanes ent modes;
the linear logarithmi behaviour orresponds to the expe ted exponential de ay of the
modes. The most important point of interest is that the unsteady intera tion produ es
a mode 40 downstream-propagating a ousti wave whi h is re e ted at the downstream
boundary into a mode 40 upstream-propagating a ousti wave. There is also a very
strong re e tion in Fourier mode 16; in this ase this is a onsequen e of the outgoing
vorti al mode whi h is not plotted. The re e ted mode de ays very rapidly away from
the boundary and so does not ontaminate the omputed solution in the neighbourhood
of the blade.
The se ond example on erns the unsteady vis ous ow around a turbine outlet
guide vane (OGV), shown in Fig. 8, due to an in oming a ousti wave in Fourier mode
2 20

times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of R.M.S. sound pressure to the referen e sound

pressure.
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Figure 8: Vis ous turbine OGV: geometry and surfa e grid.
10. Fig. 9a) shows the SPL level of the rst radial harmoni for Fourier modes
28; 10; 8 and 16 when using standard quasi-1D non-re e ting boundary onditions.
All of the a ousti modes are ut-on, upstream and downstream of the blade lo ated
in the region 0:64 < x < 0:84. Downstream of the blade, there an be seen four a ousti modes propagating downstream, and two propagating ba k upstream as a result of
spurious re e tions. These re e tions are in the two higher ir umferential harmoni s
for whi h the quasi-1D non-re e ting boundary onditions are mu h less e e tive. Upstream of the blade there are three modes propagating upstream, and two propagating
downstream, one of whi h is the original input disturban e and the other is another
spurious re e tion. Fig. 9b) shows the great improvement that is a hieved through the
use of 3D non-re e ting boundary onditions. There is now no spurious re e tion at
either the in ow or the out ow boundaries.

8 Con lusions
In this paper we have des ribed a numeri al method for omputing unsteady invis id
and vis ous eigenmodes in annular du ts with a mean ow whi h is axially and ir umferentially uniform, but an vary radially. The method has been validated by omparison
with analyti and asymptoti results for model problems, and then used in two engineering appli ations as a post-pro essing tool to display the amplitude of di erent a ousti
modes propagating upstream and downstream of turboma hinery blade rows.
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Figure 9: Vis ous turbine OGV: amplitude of the rst radial harmoni a ousti mode
propagating upstream (straight line) and downstream (dashed line) for ir umferential
Fourier modes 28(3); 10(4); 8(Æ) and 26(2).
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One use of this tool is to identify spurious re e tions of outgoing eigenmodes. The
extension of this work leads naturally to the implementation of 3D non-re e ting boundary onditions to suppress su h re e tions. This will be overed in detail in a se ond
paper but one set of results has been in luded here to show its e e tiveness.
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